Ontology PSIG

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  – Presentation on Enabling Full-lifecycle Cybersecurity for Connected Vehicles – A Ontology-Based Approach to Improving Enterprise Capability, Stephen Powley (Coventry University) – ontology/2020-12-02
  – Discussion of Plans for a Risk Ontology for standards, Dave Banham (BlackBerry QNX)
  – Presentation on Representing Global Legal Entity Identifiers (LEI) on data.world, Pete Rivett (88solutions Corporation) [no slides]
  – Presentation on Vocabularies for Communities of Interest (VCOI) WG framework, Mike Bennett (Hypercube Limited) - ontology/2020-12-03
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – none

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – API4KP revised submission (March 2021)
  – Multiple Vocabulary Facility (MVF) revised submission (March 2021)
  – ODM 2.0 RFC (March 2021)
  – Languages, Countries and Codes (LCC) 1.2 RTF report (March 2021)
  – RFC for the Specification Metadata Ontology, UML Profile, and IDL Template (March 2021)
  – DOL 1.1 RTF Report (December 2021)

• **Liaisons**
  – none

• **Possible Topics for the Next Meeting:**
  – Contexts for Term-Concept relations for ontologies
  – Report on a strawman for requirements for OMG ontology specifications
  – Metrics of ontology characteristics to provide for OMG ontology artifacts
  – Discussion paper on a maturity index